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We compare a local and a global version of Markov's inequality defined on com
pact subsets of C. As a main result we show that the local version implies the global
one. The same result was also obtained independently by A. Volberg. 1994

Academic Press, Inc.

NOTATION

The following basic notation will be used throughout the paper. ~n(C)

denotes the set of algebraic polynomials from C of degree at most n.
B(z, r) c C is the closed disc with center z and radius r. If A, Bee then the
supremum norm of a function lover A is denoted by IIIII A' the transfinite
diameter of A by d(A) and dist(A, B) is the distance between the sets A and
B. t is the extended complex plane.

1. INTRODUCTION

A. A. Markov's well-known inequality from 1889 states that

for all PE~(IR).

There are many ways of modifying this theorem to get conditions on
more general subsets of C, and we shall study the following two versions.

DEFINITION 1.1. A compact non-empty subset E of C is said to preserve
the global Markov inequality (GMI) if there exist constants M> 0 and r > 0
depending only on E, such that for every n ~ 1

11P'IIE~MnrIIPIIE' forall PE~(C).
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This version of Markov's inequality is applied, for example, in connec
tion with extension and approximation of COO functions (see. e.g., [8]) and
Bernstein-type theorems (see, e.g., [5]).

If E is a compact subset of e, let g(z, w) be the Green function of the
unbounded component of t \E with pole at w.

DEFINITION 1.2. For a compact subset E of e, the Green function has
the Holder continuity property (HCP) if there exist constants M> 0 and
r> 0 depending only on E, such that

g(z, (0) <MfJ', if dist(z, E) < fJ < 1. (HCP)

If E is a (HCP) set, then by the Bernstein-Walsh lemma [11, p. 77]

IP(z)1 <exp M IIPIIE' for all P E~ (e) if dist(z, E) < lin'.

Applying Cauchy's integral formula one can easily show that this implies
that E preserves the global Markov inequality.

DEFINITION 1.3. A closed subset F of e is said to preserve the local
Markov inequality (LMI) if for every n ~ 1 there exists a constant
c = c(F, n) > °such that for all polynomials P E~ (C) and all fJ E (0, 1] the
inequality

(LMI)

is fulfilled, where B is any closed disc with radius of length fJ, centered at F.

One example where the local Markov inequality has been used is [4], in
extension theorems of Whitney-type for function spaces on compact subsets
on [RN.

Then how are these two versions of Markov's inequality related? It is
shown in [7] that certain subsets of [RN with polynomial cusps satisfy
(GMI). For N~2 one can immediately conclude from [4, Thm.2, p.38]
that these sets do not preserve the local Markov inequality.

In [1] it has recently been proved that the ordinary Cantor ternary set
has the Holder continuity property. In Section 2 we construct a family lff of
sets that are generalizations of the Cantor ternary set, and in Sections 3
and 4 we extend the method of [I] to show the (HCP) property uniformly
for all sets in lff. It is known (see [10, proof of Thm. 2], slightly adjusted
for subsets of eN instead of [RN) that if a set F preserves the local Markov
inequality then F can be regarded as a union of Cantor type sets. In
Section 5 we show that if Fc e then these sets belong essentially to S, so
we finally conclude that F also preserves the global Markov inequality.
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2. A FAMILY OF CANTOR TYPE SETS

We shall now describe the construction of a generalized Cantor type
subset of Co From now on, let 0 < q ::;;; t be a fixed constant and set
BO,I := B(O, !). If Bk,n is constructed, then choose two new subdiscs Bk+1.1

and Bk+ I •I +1 of Bk,n such that

(i) radius(Bk + 1,/) = radius(Bk + 1,/+ d = qk + 112

(ii) dist(Bk + 1,1> Bk+l,I+d?qk+l.

Let E be the Cantor type set defined by

Xi 2"

E:= n U Bk,n'
k=O n~ I

For our calculations later on we need to attach a neighborhood to each
Bk,n in the following way, Let Qk,n be a closed disc with the same center
as Bk,n' For k? 1, if Bk,n and Bk,n+l are subsets of the same disc Bk_ l •m

choose the radius of Qk,n to be half the distance between the centers
of Bk nand Bk n + 1 (see Fig. 1), that is, somewhere in the interval
[qk, !(I-q)qk- i J. Finally, choose radius(Qo,d to be any number in the
interval [1, (I - q)/2qJ.

The ordinary Cantor ternary set is self-similar in the sense that locally it
looks like a smaller version of the whole set. We are going to use the fact
that locally E may not look like a smaller version of itself, but like a
smaller version of another set constructed as above, possibly with other
choices in step (ii) and in the choice of radius(Qo,d. More precisely, take
Bk,n n E, translate it so that Bk,n is centered at 0 and enlarge this set by a
ratio q-k. This new set could have been constructed exactly as described
above and since we are going to use this kind of linear transformations
it is essential that we study the whole class of Cantor type sets
simultaneously:

FIGURE I
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For q still fixed let S:= {Ei};EI be the family of all possible Cantor type
sets constructed with B~,n as above together with corresponding Q~,n'

where I is some index set.

3. THE GREEN FUNCTION AND THE HARMONIC MEASURE

Any E i E S is a regular set of the Dirichlet problem by Wiener's criterion
[9, Thm.III.64] so we can define wLn(z), the harmonic measure of
B~,n n E i with respect to the complement of E i to be the unique function
harmonic on t \Ei and continuous on t such that wLn = I on B~.n n E i

and w~.n = 0 0 E\(B~.n n E i
). If B~ + 1./ U B~ + 1./+ 1 C B~.n then it is easy to

see that

w~+ 1,1 (Z) + W~+ 1.1+ I (Z) = W~.n (z) for all Z E t. (3.1 )

Let b~ n be the center of B~ n and let }'~ n be the circle with center b~ nand
radius ~;l. If B~ + l,f U B~ + l,l~ 1 C B~.n th'en let A.~,n be a point on the' circle
with center b~,n and radius ~qk such that ).~,n lies outside Q~+ l,lu Q~+ 1,/+ 1

(see Fig. 2).
Before stating Proposition 304, we need some preliminary lemmas.

LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant b l > 0 independent of i such that for
all k, n

Proof Since S consists of all Cantor type sets constructed as in
Section 3, there exists a jE I such that (B~,n n E i

) is the image of the linear
transformation u~,n (z) = qkz + b~,n from Ej. Then we get [9, Thm. IlIA]

FIGURE 2
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tl. It d(B~ n n E i
) = qkd(EJ). In [9, Thm. III.64 J it IS proved by using

Wiener's c~iterion that d(EJ) ~ q2. Set hi := q2. I

LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant b2 > 0 independent of i such that for
(dl k, n

for all z E Y~,n'

where gi(Z, w) is the Green function of t \Ei with pole at w.

Proof Let g~ n (z) be the Green function for int(Q~ n\E i
) with pole at

}.~ II and let Gi(z)' be the Green function for int(Q~ I\B(O,!» with pole at
A.~, J' Since radius( Q~.l) ~ 1 there exists a constant b2> 0 independent of i
such that

b2~Gi(Z) ~ g~.I(Z)
(Max. Principle)

for all z E Y~,I'

g~.n(z), A~,n' and Y~,n can be reproduced from gL(z), )..6,1' and Y~,I for
some j E I by the same linear transformation as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
Therefore for all k, n

b2~ g~ n(z) ~ gi(Z, 2~,n)
, (Max. Principle)

for all z E Y~,II' I

LEMMA 3.3. There exists a constant b3 > 0 independent of i such that for
all k, n

forall zEy~,n'

Proof w~.n(z)< 1 follows from the Maximum Principle.
Let w~ n(z) be the unique function harmonic on int(Q~ n\E i

) and
continuou~ on Q~,n such that w~,n(z)= 1 on (B~,nnEi) and w~"n(z)=O on
the boundary of Q~,n' Let j be as in the proof of Lemma 1. By [3, p. 138J
we can write

W~,I (z) =fGJ(z, w) dIlEJ(W),

where GJ(z, w) is the Green function for Qt,1 and IlEJ is a measure
supported on EJ such that IlEJ(EJ) = d(EJ). By Lemma 3.1, IlEJ(EJ) is
bounded below, and it is easy to estimate GJ(z, w) for z E Y~ I and WE EJ to
get a constant b3 such that '

for all z E Y~, I .

Using the same linear transformation as in Lemma 3.1 and the fact that
w~,n~w~,n' we get Lemma 3.3. I
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If B~ + 1,1 U B~ + 1,1+ I C B~,n then we define

The following proposition is an extension of [6, Lemma 3.4].

207

PROPOSITION 3.4. There exist positive constants c l , C2 independent of i
such that for all k, n

for all Z E A~,n'

Proof Let g~,n(z, w) be the Green function for t\(B~,nnEj) with a
pole at w. We can write [9, Thm. III.37]

(3.2)

where fl~,n is the equilibrium distribution measure of B~,n n E i
, Thus fl~,n is

supported on B~ nn E i and fl~ n(B~ nn E i
) = 1. From the definitions above

we have that if ~ E B~ n n E i then I).~ n - zl ~ 7qkj6 and by Lemma 3.1 we, ,

get the estimate

(3.3 )

Now, the image of int(B(O, 1» by the function

is the complement of B(b~.n' 3qk/4). The composition of h~,n and
g~,n(z, ..l~,n) is a positive harmonic function on int(B(O, 1)). By Harnack's
inequality [2, Thm. 1.18J

for all WE B(O, fa).

Since }'~ n is the image of the circle with center °and radius fa under the
mapping h~ n we get that

for all z E }'~.n' (3.4 )

Furthermore, by the symmetry of the Green function (g(z, w) = g(w, z)),

.. .. 7
g'(z,..l~n) ~ g~.n(z,..l~,n) ~ 191n6/;

• (Max. principle) (3.3),(3.4) 1
for all z E }'~,n'
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which together with Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 yields that there exist
constants C3' C4 > 0 independent of i such that

for all z E }'~.n'

Q)~.n (z) and gi (z, 2~.n) are harmonic on t \Ei and tend to zero as z tends
to E i outside Y~.n' By the maximum principle the inequality above is valid
for all z outside Y~.n' in particular, for z = CX):

(3.5 )

Finally, let u~.n be as in Lemma 3.1 so that u~.n (A~.I) = A ~,n' Since Ab.)
can be covered by a finite number of discs (the number independent of j)
disjoint from Ej and 2~.1 E AL we see by Harnack's inequality that there
exist constants cs, C6 > 0 independent of i and j such that

Cs gi(u~.n(2L), CX))::::; gi(u~.n(Q)), CX))

::::; C6 gi(U~ 11 (2~ I)' CX))

and since u~.n ().~. d = )'~.n we get that

for all w E A~. I ,

for all z E A~.n'

which together with (3.5) completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. I

COROLLARY 3.5. There exist positive constants c7 , Cs independent of i
such that for all k, n if BL u B~.n + I C B~ _ I.m then

Proof Applying Proposition 3.4 to Z E A ~.11 n A ~.11 + I # 0 gIves the
corollary. I

4. THE (HCP) PROPERTY OF THE GENERALIZED CANTOR SET

THEOREM 4.1. Every set E i E S has the (HCP) property with constants
M, r > 0 independent of i.

Remark. M and r depend of course on the costant q, fixed in the
construction of S.
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Proof If z ~ Q~.l then 6> 4. Since dist(z, £i) ~ 1 and £i e B(O, 4) we get
by Lemma 4.1 and (3.2) that there exists a constant C9 independent of i
such that gi(Z, 00)~C9' Then we get (HCP) with M=2c9 and r= 1.

If z E Q~, l' Z ~ £i then z belongs to one of the A ~.n and

. .. k I In 215
6 = dist(z, £') ~ dist(A ~ n' £') ~ q + /2 => k ~--- 1.

. In q

If B~.n u B~.n + I e B~ _ I,m then

W~.n (CD) + C7W~.n (CD)

~ W~.n(CD)+W~.n+l(oo) = W~_I.m(CD)
(Corollary 3.5) (3.1)

. 1. 1.
=> W~ n( CD) ~-I-- W~_l m(CD) ~ ... ~ (1 )k W~ 1(00).. + c7 ' + C7 .

Proposition 3.4 then implies

. . 1.
g'(z, CD) ~ C2W~.n(00) ~ C2 (l + C

7
)k W~,I (00)

1
~ Mc5','" c2 (1 + C7 )(In 2<5/ln q)- 1

with

5. THE (HCP) PROPERTY OF LOCAL MARKOV SETS

Let Fee be a compact set preserving the local Markov inequality. This
property is equivalent [4, Prop. 4 p. 37] to the fact that (LMI) holds for
all polynomials of degree one. This in turn leads to the following geometric
characterization of local Markov sets [10, Prop. 7]:

PROPOSITION 5.1. F preserves the local Markov inequality if and only if
there exists a constant Co ~ 1 such that for all z E F and°< r ~ 1 there exists
a point in B(z, r) II F at distance larger than or equal to rico from z. Co

depends only on the constant c in (LMI) for first degree polynomials.

Remark. A set geometrically characterized in this way is sometimes
called uniformly perfect or perfect of the class 1.

The proof of this actually deals with the case Fe [RN but can easily be
adapted to compact subsets of eN. In [10, Thm. 2], Proposition 5.1 is used
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to prove that F has positive Hausdorff dimension. We are going to use a
part of their proof, slightly modified, to show that F is a union of Cantor
type sets.

Take a point Z E F, set dl, 1 = z and p = 1/( 1 + 4co). By Proposition 5.1
there exists a point d l.2 E B(du , 2pco) n F at a distance at least 2p from
du . Set D u = B(d1• 1 , p/2) and D u = B(du ' p/2). Then D u and Du are
subsets of DO,l:= B(du,~) and dist(D u , Du):~·p.

We continue by induction. Suppose Dk,n = B(dk,n, pk/2) is constructed.
Set dk+ 1,/ = dk,n- By Proposition 5.1 there is a point dk+ 1.1 + 1 E

B(dk+I,I,2pk+l Co ) n F such that Dk+l,1 B(dk+ 1,/,pk+l/2) and
D k+ 1,I+l:=B(dk+I,I+1,pk+l/2) are subsets of Dk,n and dist(Dk+ 1,/,
Dk+l,l+d?-pk+l. Set

Cf;' 2'

Fz := n u Dk,n'
k~O n= 1

It follows that FzcFnB(z,~) from the construction and the fact that F is
closed. We see now that apart from being a subset of B(z, ~) instead of
B(O, ~), F z is constructed exactly the same way as one of the sets P from
Section 2 with q replaced by p, But since the (HCP) property is invariant
under translations and z E E was arbitrarily choosen, we get from
Theorem 4.1 that Fz has the (HCP) property with constants M and r
independent of z. Finally, since

F also has the (HCP) property with the same constants M and r and we
get our main result:

THEOREM 5,2. Suppose F is a compact subset of iC preserving the
local Markov inequality. Then F has the (RCP) property and consequently
preserves the global Markov inequality,
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